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Relationships of internal and external 
training load in elite-level adolescent soccer  
Jamie Salter, Dr Matthew Weston and Peter Hood 



Background… 

(Barrett et al, 2014; Buchheit and Simpson, 2017; Castillo et al, 2016; Halson, 2014; Malone et al, 2017; Vanrenterghem et al, 2017) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Primary purposes of tracking and monitoring; 1) better understand practices (providing objective information on sessions), 2) help structure planning of appropriate training loads and to 3) aid with decision making on individual players programmes to reduce injury risk and optimise performance (Buchheit and Simpson, 2017).The majority of research using GPS devices has focussed on metrics such as high speed running and total distances covered – which may provide false representation match demands based on tactical constraints. Fewer studies have utilised the inertial measurement units (IMUs) available in (micro electrical mechanical systems) MEMS devices (Malone et al, 2017). Research has questioned the accuracy of GPS locomotor metrics when tracking faster movement speeds (Coutts and Duffield, 2010). The variables that practitioners perceive as most useful (HSR, accel/decel and metabolic power) are the least valid and reliable variables measured by player tracking systems, suggesting that greater care (conservative SWC) or subsidiary systems should be adopted to cater for the limited reliability and validity. However, a varibale with limited validity can still be useful if it is sensitive to fatigue.Accelerometer-derived data is based on instantaneous rate of change in acceleration in each of the three vectors (x, y and z axis) and indicates mechanical load. This data is sensitive to within-athlete changes of movement strategy which indicates potentially signs of fatigue (Malone et al, 2017).It has been widely reported that knowledge of the relationships between internal and external loads permits for a better understanding of the dose-response of training and competition between individuals



Experimental Approach… 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
HSR definition – speed zone 4 and 5Player Load – vector magnitude representing sum of all accelerations in anterior-posterior, medial-lateral and vertical planes of movementGPS sampling rate (S4 50 Hz???) (GPS 10Hz Akenhead et al, 2013; Tri-axial accelerometer and gyroscope 100Hz Hulin et al, 2014)External Load – work completed by athlete, independent of their internal characteristicsInternal load – relative physiological strain resulting from activityIndividualised speed thresholds were calculated based on the lower locomotor performance capacities of young individuals versus adult thresholds used as standard within empirical evidence – meaning the activity profile is representative of the cohort. The thresholds were derived from anaerobic speed reserve (difference between MSS and MAS) and maximal aerobic speed(Mendez-Villaneuva et al (2012)S1 – < 60% MASS2 – 61-80% MASS3 – 81-100% MASS4 – 101% MAS – 30% ASRS5 - >31% ASR



Findings… 

r = .41 
p <.05 

r = .22 
p >.05 

r = .12 
p >.05 

r = .07 
p >.05 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Moderate relationship between REP Load and Player Load – outlines that the strongest links between external and internal loads exist from tri-axial accelerometer data rather than locomotor based HSRSmall relationships exist between raw sRPE scores and Player Load – outlining that although there is some relationship, combining session duration to sRPE (RPE Load) provides a better link to PlayerLoadTrivial to small relationships exist between internal loads and high speed running distance - suggesting that using HSR as a metric to predict training load may misrepresent the dose-response of youth footballers



Take Away Messages… 
Strongest relationships exist 
between RPE Load and Tri-
axial accelerometer-derived 

data 
 

Suggests the more 
energetically demanding, 

rapid changes in speed are 
more indicative of how young 
footballers perceive training 

intensity than HSR 
 
 

Relatively small relationships 
between internal and 

external variables outline the 
importance of combining 

approaches where possible  
 

Basing training load 
monitoring on accessible 
surrogate of external GPS 

data may provide poor 
indication of dose-response 

experienced 
 

Further work is needed to 
establish solid relationships 

between internal and 
external load in adolescent 

footballers 
 

Evidence suggests that RPE 
based data is a suitable 

method to routinely monitor 
load, however relationships 
with external load metrics is 

currently weak  
 

Castillo et al, 2016; Halson, 2014; Malone et al, 2017; Robertson et al. 2016  



Thank You for listening 
 ‘Gracias por escuchar’ 
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